
OFF ROUTE, FALL ON ROCK -  PROTECTION PULLED WHEN WEIGHTED, 
INADEQUATE PROTECTION, COMPLACENCY 
California, Yosemite Valley, Half Dome
On May 31, Maeve Devlin (19) and I, John-Mark Toth (22), hiked up 
to the classic Snake Dike route. From the base of the climb I led up the 
polished, low angle fourth class section to the 5.7 traverse that goes left 
under the roof. Here I placed my first piece, a .75 Camalot. “Bomber!” 
I thought. When I looked at the traverse, I saw hand and foot holds, so 
I started left, but after a few moves, it began to feel harder than 5.7— 
maybe 5.10a. I’d only climbed a few other pitches in Yosemite thus far 
and I thought, “Maybe this is a typical rating and it just feels harder.” I 
was doing fine so I kept going. About 15 feet from the Camalot and 90 
feet off the ground, with just one more move to the end of the tricky 
part, my left foot slipped. If you know anything about friction climbing 
you know this spells disaster.

I yelled, “Falling!” and turned around so I would slide on my butt. 
I looked at my protection, waiting for it to catch me. Much to my 
surprise, my placement wasn’t so “bomber”. The Camalot ripped off 
a two-foot by one-foot chunk of rock, leaving me with no protection



at all. I managed to stay on my butt and slide feet first down the pitch, 
but I wasn’t able to miss one little feature that caught my left foot and 
gave me my only serious injury—an ankle fracture. Not bad for falling 
90 feet. I hit the ground. Luckily, my chunk of Half Dome hit a few feet 
to my left, also avoiding Maeve and a couple of other climbing parties.

I im m ediately knew I was hurt and everyone at the base started 
helping me. The rangers decided to fly me out because carrying me in 
a litter back to the trail was almost as difficult and risky as me exiting 
on my own. They advised me to keep my climbing shoe on the injured 
foot, which worried me, because if they later decided to cut it off, I 
would be very sad. W hile waiting for the helicopter I kept my foot 
elevated and packed in snow to help with the swelling. I surprised 
myself by staying in high spirits and making jokes to manage the pain.

The helicopter came back, I was hooked in, and we took off for the 
Valley. When we landed I made my shoe-cutting policy clear to the 
ambulance crew. Luckily they were also climbers and managed to save 
my TC Pros. At the hospital I learned that my fibula was broken in two 
places near the ankle.
Analysis
First, I should have doubled up my protection. I’d fallen on lots of trad 
gear with no failures before this one, but you can’t fully judge the rock 
with only a whimpy tap or tug test. My piece looked so good that I didn’t 
even consider a backup, though other placements were available. The easy 
climbing up to the roof and the fact that I can lead up to low 5.11 trad may 
have added to my complacency.

Second, I tried the “5.7” traverse 15-20 feet too high. My friends had 
climbed it and simply told me, “Go to the roof and go left,” and I didn’t 
notice on the topo that after placing protection under the roof, you drop 
down for the traverse. I looked over, saw holds, and nothing stood out 
as being an easier way. That’s just the nature of climbing, and it’s partly 
why I fell, but inadequate protection is why I broke my leg and hit the 
ground. (Sources: John-Mark Toth and John Dill, NPS Ranger)


